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Microsoft - Configure, Price, Quote Platform

Currently, the Microsoft global sales force uses a myriad of tools, used by many roles, to build, configure and price a quote for its numerous 

service packages. The CPQ system handles billions of dollars in revenue globally.

Because of this, there are inherent inefficiencies in the CPQ process. These inefficiencies are measured by unnecessary wasted time, 

inconsistencies in service package design and uniform final quote pricing.

My role at Microsoft was as a member of the Enterprise Services Experience team (ESXP.) I was the UX designer on a new initiative to consolidate 

and design a new CPQ platform. Concurrently, Microsoft had rolled out new features to an existing tool in the CPQ process so I was also tasked 

with designing ways to add those new features into a limited existing tool, the CompassOne product.

Note that CompassOne does not adhere to Fluent, the new design system of Microsoft, wheras the new CPQ platform does.

New CPQ platform CompassOne
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Microsoft - Add new features to CompassOne

In CompassOne, one of the new features was an ability to have multiple customer roles per built package. Here are UI’s showing the “Ship to” and 

“Payer” roles. While managing packages, the user is able to have a granular look at which customer assumes what role for an individual package. 

It is common for customers share the same name (different divisions per customer) so the customer number was included as a unique identifier. 

Color was used as a secondary indicator.

 

 The area in the red box is the working canvas.

New feature UI was limited to this area.
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Microsoft - Add new features to CompassOne

Screens showing another new feature, Payer Allocation and Payment Schedule by Customer per package assignment. In Payer Allocation, the user 

is able to see allocated percentages rolled up into a total for that Payer on that package. Adjustments can be made here when customizing the 

package. On the payment Schedule screen, the user is able to see, edit or configure the payment milestones for each Payer’s total responsibility. 

Payer Allocation

Payment Schedule
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Microsoft - All new CPQ platform

With domain knowledge of CompassOne from my previous project, I designed an all new UI/UX for its functionality with an eye towards a 

scaleable, consolidated platform that adheres to Microsoft’s new design system, Fluent. The above screens show the package selection process 

where a quote is initiated. Once a service package  is selected, it can be configured by adding roles, determining rates and making optional 

discretionary adjustments (next page.)
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Microsoft - All new CPQ platform

In the Configure Packages screens, the user can add, remove and configure roles with associated allocated hours and rates on a package level. 

Discretionary adjustments, that may not be a typical point of revenue can be created and configured. In addition, funding sources can be specified 

per package, if applicable. This UI allows the user to select each package and make adjustments on one screen. The screen on the left 

demonstrates eight packages in one quote (listed in the left column), while the middle and right screen are representing two. 
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Microsoft - Additional Notes

The Enterprise Services Experience (ESXP) team is responsible for the UX/UI for all of Microsoft’s enterprise software. It is a large team that is 

working on multiple initiatives simultaneously. The asks of the team can change quickly and it operates under very tight deadlines.

Because of this, the team hires experienced UX designers that are able to work directly in high-fidelity mockups, often times foregoeing low-fidelity 

wireframe exercises. However, there is a large user research team that collates significant user feedback and works closely with the design team 

to bring the designs to life. Designers work collaboratively with each other, researchers, developers and project leads for each project.
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